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Abstract
In recent years, we have leveraged a broad range of AI
techniques to improve our understanding and use of im-
plicit human inputs for enhancing the capabilities of future
AI-infused systems. At the same time, these new capa-
bilities have given rise to novel interactions with AI, which
require HCI techniques for improving its use through de-
sign and evaluation. In this paper, we promote the use of
AI-supported unobtrusive multimodal sensing by present-
ing two ongoing projects that together explore intention,
attention and activity recognition for developing and en-
abling three facets of awareness respectively—situation-,
cognition- and context-awareness. Our collective efforts
show a snapshot of how AI and HCI techniques can be
combined to inform the design of interactive explainable
AI systems and how we can better design their interactions.
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Introduction
Shared awareness and effective communication are two
crucial overarching aspects of Human-AI interaction [2]. At
the same time, the availability of affordable and improved
sensor technologies, combined with our collective experi-
ence in designing and conducting HCI and AI studies has
presented us opportunities to investigate the incorporation
of natural human inputs for Human-AI interaction, partic-
ularly in the context of human-agent collaboration1. Our
vision is to augment AI systems with human-like cognitive
capabilities for them to become better partners while lever-
aging the vast processing and memory capacity of AI.

Socially interactive agents that lack awareness of what their
human counterparts might be thinking or doing limits the
agent’s capability to interact. Ideally, an agent must be rea-
sonably able to predict the actions of others [6] aside from
possessing collaborative capabilities such as the ability
to communicate proactively in a contextually-aware man-
ner. On the other hand, humans require awareness of what
such systems can do (expectations) and how they came out
their decisions (explainable agency), which absence may
result in poorly calibrated trust, slow decision making and
even disuse. Above all, the transfer of knowledge needs to
be both ways, and possibly ‘via the most natural communi-
cation means, even if it comes at considerable cost’ [7].

In this paper, we present two ongoing projects that ex-
plore multimodal sensing for use in future AI systems. Both
projects primarily leverage the use of eye-tracking, with the
potential to integrate other sensors. Furthermore, these
projects investigate ways to design human-agent interac-
tions using the most appropriate techniques, which has the
potential to open up novel and effective ways of interacting
with human-aware AI—leading to new research avenues.

1https://cis.unimelb.edu.au/agentlab/human-agent-collaboration/

Current Projects
Nonverbal Communication in Human-AI Interaction
As current AI systems lack the capacity to infer nonverbal
behaviour of their human users, we began to investigate the
incorporation of eye-tracking for AI systems through a se-
ries of studies focusing on gaze-based intention recognition
over the past years. Our initial findings show that gaze in-
creases the capacity of human observers to infer intentions.
However, they faced difficulty in maintaining a mental model
of others due to the cognitive load experienced, especially
when they have to balance their own tasks simultaneously
[8]. This led us to develop an initial planning-based artificial
agent that combines gaze and actions for human intention
recognition with promising results [10]. As the gaze-aware
agent uses a ‘white-box’ design approach, it makes it sim-
pler of us to interrogate the model and to understand the
underlying algorithms and data structures.

This improved intention recognition capability powered by
AI had led us to explore new ways of interacting with sys-
tems that can make predictions earlier, more accurately and
more consistently. However, these inferences not only need
to be communicated to a human user but also explained
[9]. Therefore, we designed a subsequent study to deter-
mine how humans formulate predictions and explain their
reasoning process behind them when shown a visual rep-
resentation of gaze of an opponent in a strategic game2 [9].
Our results show that humans formed explanations from
different sources of information available, such as gaze and
actions, resulting in the piece-wise function below.

Explanation =


Og, Oa if ontic actions observed

Og, Ia if intentional action likely

Og, Ia, Oa otherwise
(1)

2Ticket to Ride — http://www.daysofwonder.com/tickettoride/en/

https://cis.unimelb.edu.au/agentlab/human-agent-collaboration/
http://www.daysofwonder.com/tickettoride/en/


Figure 1 shows an example that combines all three sources
of information using our function, forming a prediction with
an explanation that is highly detailed in a scenario where
the artificial agent performs well, providing an early infer-
ence about the plans of the opponent with high accuracy.
More importantly, the example demonstrates how AI can
abstract the rich multimodal data into manageable pieces of
information to deliver situation awareness [5], and without
the cognitively demanding nature of current approaches.
The results and design considerations can be found in [9].

Figure 1: Example of Early
Inference and AI Abstraction. The
top screenshot shows the game at
approximately two minutes into the
game. The middle screenshot
shows the projected plan (black
lines) of the opponent by the AI,
generated using the combination of
claimed routes (in red), and gaze
as priors. The thicker the black
lines, the more confident the AI is
in its prediction (more likely it will
be claimed). The red circles
indicate the opponent’s actual
goals. The bottom screenshot
shows an example of how we can
map the AI inferences into natural
language to communicate situation
awareness updates to the player.

To summarise, this project contributes, so far, an intention-
aware artificial agent that keeps track of a mental model of
intentions that is capable of providing situation awareness
by communicating updates on intended plans to a human
collaborator. Furthermore, the project exemplifies how com-
bining AI and HCI techniques can be mutually beneficial.
The project is currently being expanded to improve two-way
communication between both counterparts, which lever-
age AI to keep track of what is already communicated and
subsequently, how much information to communicate.

Improving Interactive Systems using Unobtrusive Sensing
In recent years, there is a growing area of interest in the de-
velopment of context- and cognition-aware systems using
multimodal sensing [4]. In UbiComp 2019, we presented
two papers that extend the body of work using novel ap-
proaches. The first paper, led by Abdelrahman [1], demon-
strates how thermal imaging and eye-tracking data can be
combined to classify attention types, where each attention
type requires a different level of cognitive load to achieve.

The second paper, led by Srivastava [11] demonstrates how
we can engineer and implement an intermediate level of
gaze features to improve an AI’s activity recognition perfor-
mance. The knowledge of these gaze features stems from
the knowledge elicited from ongoing research in HCI.

These works exemplify how we can unobtrusively infer
what activity a user is currently performing and when it is
the right time for a system to intervene, or whether to inter-
vene at all based on their cognitive load and attention level.
By combining these pieces of information, we can start to
design new ways of interacting with the system as it gains
awareness of what it knows about the user. In this project,
we are beginning to explore other nonverbal modalities that
can be detected unobtrusively, e.g. facial expressions [3].

Discussion
In this paper, we show that activity, attention and intention
recognition from multimodal sensing are important compo-
nents to improve Human-AI interaction. To summarise:

• Intention-awareness allows the AI to be aware of
what users may be planning in the short- and long-
term. This capability enables AI systems to establish
common ground while maintaining the autonomy to
provide crucial information or perform actions ahead
of time, based on the inferred intentions of all users.

• Context-awareness allows the AI to know what the
user is currently doing, which would allow them to
adapt their interaction according, such as to provide
contextually-relevant information, reflective of how
humans interact and communicate with others.

• Cognition-awareness supports information intake,
which allows the AI to determine when it is the right
time to convey the information based on the user’s
cognitive load and engagement, and further optimise
the level of communication required.

These capabilities are not possible without the use of rapidly
advancing AI techniques to process and understand the
rich data from input sensors that are now starting to be-
coming ubiquitous. Hence, before we can ask ‘How can we
design effective ways of interacting with AI?’ from an HCI



perspective, it is essential first to show that AI systems can
possess higher-level human-like cognitive abilities, which
can be improved through multimodal sensing. Moving for-
ward, we can then start to design the interactions that build
on these capabilities using HCI techniques, particularly in
the manner in which they communicate. Our findings point
towards the use of two-way multimodal communication to
effectively convey information, reflective of how humans
communicate and explain in the real world with awareness
of the mental model and current mental state of others.

The paper also highlights the particular importance of non-
verbal communication in Human-AI interaction, in which we
presented general approaches for its implementation, par-
ticularly in scenarios where the overall awareness of oth-
ers are essential for enabling effective interaction (e.g. col-
laboration). In essence, our research so far serves as the
first step towards addressing the various prerequisites from
Licklider’s Man-Computer Symbiosis [7]. While the combi-
nation of AI and multimodal sensing presents new opportu-
nities for Human-AI research, it is not without its challenges,
about which we hope to have a fruitful discussion.
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